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GymUnite Online Solutions Corp. Overviews Fitness Industry Changes in the Post-Covid World

GymUnite anticipates the future of the fitness industry to be a blend of digital and physical.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia - April 27, 2021 - PRLog -- COVID-19 has changed how people live,
work, travel, and exercise. For many people, the year 2020 presented an unprecedented opportunity to
reexamine their lifestyles and fitness routines. People started to think about health more holistically and
realized that good health is a top priority. The pandemic has also raised awareness of the importance of
cardiovascular health. And in addition to physical well-being, emotional, mental, and spiritual fitness, such
as meditation and yoga, have gained more popularity. As the uncertainty of the pandemic continues in
2021, it's anticipated that most people will stick with at-home workouts, giving preference to individual
training and solo sports, such as outdoor cycling, running, surfing, and golf, which naturally provide
physical distancing. But, no doubt, the fitness industry has changed drastically and when people eventually
return to pre-pandemic routines at an actual gym, when it is safe to do so, around 25% will retain a virtual
workout as well.

GymUnite startup is intended to bring maximum benefit for every person looking to take care of their
health. The platform will not only help to accommodate fitness requests of any kind, whether it is
individual or group training but will also invite health and fitness products manufacturers to offer their
solutions to gyms and the public. GymUnite will help resolve all concerns about where, when, and how to
exercise and provide multiple options to choose from.

About GymUnite Online Solutions Corp.: GymUnite is a unique digital platform created for connecting
trainers, gyms, public, and fitness support groups to meet and schedule training upon customer requests and
mutual availability. Our platform is a unique project in the segment of fitness assisting and matching
applications, based on intuitive and easy-to-use models helping to make sure that users get all the
information they need to make the right decision. (https://gymunite.com/)
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